PROCEDURES

CHEMICALS:

FLOORCARE F3
FINISH
TIMBER CARE

TRAFFIC WAX LIQUID

EQUIPMENT:
Personal Protective Equipment (goggles, gloves)
Tape
Wet Floor Signs
Clean Mop Bucket with Wringer
Clean lambs wool applicator or Mop with handle

Dust Pan & Broom
Basin brushes or tan pads
Steel wool pad
Dust Mop
Single Disk low speed machine

PROCEDURES:

STEPS

KEY POINTS

1. Assemble equipment.

1. See above.

2. Remove any freestanding objects from the
floor.

2. Place “Caution-Wet Floor”
signs at the end of each
area.

3. Sweep using a fine hair
broom entire floor and
remove all dry soil & dust.

3. Work toward ends of
area, pick up with dust
pan and broom.

4. Ensure adequate
ventilation is present.
Remove all sources of
ignition.

4. Open windows or
mechanically ventilate
area. Do not allow
smoking in the area.

Maintenance
1. For spillage’s such as
alcohol and soft drinks.
Prepare a solution of
Forward DC 1:40 in cold
water and damp mop
affected area.

1. Damp mopping will
remove some or all of the
wax so a new coat will be
required. This is first seen
as the wax going white.

Recoating
1. Pour finish into clean dry
bucket reserved for finish
application. If using
Paste, work direct from
container.

1. Avoid contamination of
other water based
coatings. During cold
weather the bucket may
need to be warmed.

2. Dip clean poly cotton mop
head into the bucket. Pull
out using a light pressure
on the wringer.

2. Wring until mop no longer
drips. Do not apply
excessive pressure as the
mop will be too dry.

Any questions call Customer Service
AUS 1800 807 267 NZ 0800 656 534
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3. Apply coat to worn areas
only.
4. Allow the coat to dry.

FLOORCARE F3
FINISH
TIMBER CARE
3. The first coat is only to
repair any damage that
has occurred to floor.
4. Do not force dry the
surface.

Burnishing
1. Using a bassine brush or
tan pad on the single disk
machine, buff floor to
desired gloss.

1. This treatment will remove
scuff marks and scratches

Stripping or Heavy Clean
1. Dilute 1 part Wax to 3
parts mineral turps.
2. Spead solution liberally
over the floor in workable
sections.

1. When the wax has built
up or buffing not giving
the desired result.
2. Caution flammability
hazard. Ventilate area.

3. Scrub with a polishing
machine and a steelwool
pad.

3. The scubbing will remove
all old wax to leave a
fresh clean floor.

4. Pick up slurry with mop
and rinse floor with
mineral turps.

4. Wax left on floor will buff
but colour variations may
occur.

5. Apply two coats of wax
allowing coats to dry. If
wax coat is uneven, dilute
wax 1:1 with turps.

5. On porous floors more
coats may be required.
6. Gloss will build with more
buffing.

6. Burnish floor with brush or
tan pad.
Clean Up
1. Clean all equipment
paying particular attention
to mophead and bucket.
Return to its appropriate
area.
2. Replace all moved
furniture.

Any questions call Customer Service
AUS 1800 807 267 NZ 0800 656 534

1. Equipment in good clean
working order improves
the quality of the result.
Remove wet floor signs.
2. Return of moved items
leaves job complete.
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